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Gentlemen of the Congress of American
Physicians:—The body over which I have the
honor to preside meets now for the second time.
Amongst organizations of medical men it stands alone
as to quality and peculiarity of construction. It is
made up of the special societies, which represent
among us all the reasonable divisions of which medi-
cine, in a broad sense, seems capable. Each is a
group of acknowledged experts; each possesses the
liighest fitness. A happy thought has brought them
together. Tho result is a meeting of men whose
power to teach others is a pledge to that humility
which is over seeking to learn. It has no medical
politics, nor is it embarrassed by useless idlers, who
look upon such gatherings as merely pleasant social
meetings. The critical demands of its component
groups dictate its terms of membership. Broadlynational, it meets only in the Capital of the nation,
With but one object

—

work, and tho training which
maures high quality to work. It is hero that the open-
minded man may feel tho broadening influence of in-
tellectual contacts with those who have other limita-
tions than his own ; for, indeed there is some fear lest
•» our divergent devotion to special studies we run the
risk that, contrary to St. Paul, tho eye may say to
the hand, "1 have no need of thee"; or the head to
fie body, " I have no need of thee " ; for as to us,a'so, there should be no schism in the body.Specialism in medicino is of recent birth. I can re-
member when older physicians refused to recognizesocially a man who devoted himself to the eye alone.
1 o-day we can only look back with wonder at such
narrowness.

Specialism in medicine first arose by the wholesome
and gradual evolution of the individual specialist out
°1 the general practitioner ; but today the specialPhysician is medically born, and is too apt to select his
'''auch before he is weaned from tho breast of his
Alma Mater. You must permit mo to think that all
such men would be bettor doctors if they had back of
them more years of general clinical labor. A broad-
minded student of the eye once said to me (and he was
old in his work) : " We should all be the better for an
lour or two a day in a general hospital ward," and

added loyally, " the very great relative perfection oflierapeuucs of visual disorders is an intellectual risk."
"d if Cornelius Agnew could say that, we may well

ancy — aU(* yOU wyi par(]011 t]lt) jtí8t w]ijch holds a
lu

.

— that a too exclusive study of the eye may re-
lut in mental egotism. If men as old as I are readyto acknowledge this danger, believe me that for theyoung the pursuit of but one line of practice is only00 apt to result in an overestimate of their complete1 "ess, in hasty papers, mere case reports, wild pur-l»t of novelties, and the production of numberless
»nor text-books which can have buta selfish use.
¡»a Komberg once to a frieud of mine, who gave him

anew American book, " Is tho author thirty-five? I
will look at it; is lie forty? 1 will read it."

We have ¡ill come to admit gratefully the value of
specialism in medicine ; but he who is watchful over
the general interests of his profession must have seen
that these subdivisions of labor involve for us certain
perils, which are seen on the one side by the general
practitioner, and on the other by those who, in a large-
minded way, pursue limited lines of work. Medicine
does not grow in an even fashion. When watching a
saline solution under tho lens, you observe some brill-
iant crystal shoot out in advance and hold its place
until the rest, moro slowly but surely, join or pass it,
you see an image of that which continually illustrates
medical progress. To-day it is surgery which wins ;
a few years ago it was ophthalmology, which, in
newly acquired precision, and in predictive accuracy
and therapeutic gains, set up for us novel standards of
exactness, and enriching our symptomatology, cast
light in many directions. The mere physician seemed
to be hopelessly left behind, but now agaiu it is pure
medicine which has gone to the front.

What tho specialist learns, until it is commonplaco,
is not easily enough assimilated by the mass of practi-
tioners. At last, however, conies a time when it is,
and then the whole body of medicine feels the gain in
nutrition and repays the debt. The masters of our
still most perfect art, medical optics, may wisely re-
member that it was physicians who most distinctively
recognized ami diffused the knowledge that headaches
and some other brain disorders aro due to eye strain,
and thus, while lessening our own futile labors,
crowded the waiting-room of the ophthalmologist.

1 could easily show you, by added proof, what we
all lose by not keeping close touch of one another's
gains. The criticism of tho specialist is that the gen-
eral practitioner does not early enough ask his help in
difficult cases. The largely educated and generally
occupied physician feels (and you will pardon your
critic) that limitation of attention to organs, the eye,
the ear, the womb, is apt to lead to a too entire trust
in local means, and to neglect of those patient methods
which ought more frequently to call for the added
counsel of the general physician. For, now-a-daya,
the patient often resorts at once to the specialist, and
it is the ophthalmologist who sees, or who ought to
see, the first signs of specific disorder, of spinal troubles,
of asthénie states. Whether justly or not, the thought-
ful, general practitioner is to-day distinctively of
opinion that the absence of gravo mortality after oper-
ations which once were so fatal, has created a vast
temptation for the younger surgeons.

This critic believes
—

Is ho right? Is ho wrong?
—

that too often and too promptly the gynecologist
resorts to but one drug, and that steel in the tren-
chant form, when perhaps the state of the body makes
operations doubtful as to their remoto usefulness, or
that he condemns to sexual neutrality some who,
under patient medical treatment with careful inatten-
tion to the sexual organs, might have had preserved
for them the inestimable possibilities of the wife and
the mother. I once saw, almost by chance, with
Marion Sims, a girl of eighteen, decreed, alter purely
surgical consultation, to loso her ovarios next day. I
said that she ought to have a larger chance of medi-
cal treatment. Using a rather strong phrase, with
energy characteristic of tho man, ho replied, " I never
murder sex without a pang. Let us give lier a re-
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prieve." To-day she is a wholesome, happy wife and
mother.

And, too, there is, as I have hinted, the other side of
the shield— the general practitioner who sees the be-
ginnings of disease and does not correctly interpret
them, or early enough to ask counsel. He regards as
rheumatic the neuralgias due to the faint beginnings
of spinal disease. He treats headache or vertigo by
general means, and allays them by drugs, when in an
hour the physician of organs would tell him that it is
feeble muscles, astigmatism, ear trouble, or nasal dis-
ease, which is the parent of the malady.

We saw in this city eighteen months ago the need
for occasional conferences between physicians pursuing
different branches of medicine. UpstairB, the Acad-
emy of surgery, and downstairs the Association of
American Physicians, discussed at tho same time the
value of surgical interference in typhlitis. One bodydecided for, the other against, the knife, and if I may
trust my memory, the surgeons were for delay.

Did 1 not observe signs of broadening in the views
of specialists, I should have increasing fears as to the
usefulness of these specializations of practice. Even
as to the alienists, I see the growth of a tendency to
put aside the title of "Superintendent of Asylum,"
and to come into relation with neurologists and with a
less restricted professional life ; I trust they will not
pause there, for as to this I am sure that, until asy-
lums become hospitals, and have their outside staff of
attending physicians who do not live in eternal contact
with the insane, we shall not develop the best possi-
bilities for tho treatment of the alien in mind. Be-
lieve me, we cannot safely permit any class of
specialists to drift away from general and frequent
contact with the rest of us.

As I have mentioned the need for continuous indi-
vidual cultivation on a broad scale, and for personal
consultation, 1 like to enlarge the plea and call ¡i

meeting like ours a general consultation. And this,
in fact, it is : a focal point for condensed opinions, for
authoritative statements, for criticism from varied
standpoints, and for significant indications as to those
accepted gains which ought to become, from time to
time, a part of the mental equipment of all other
special, and indeed of all general practitioners.

I have said that nowhere else has a plan like ours

brought together such a body of exports as I see be-
fore me. And the largo task which the years offer
you— what is it ? Not only is your organization ex-

ceptional in construction, but this Congress has
national aspects. It is a collection of the ablest men
in the American profession. Let us not lose sight of
the fact that much of what, in older lands, is acquired
knowledge, is with us to be won anew. Our climatol-
ogy has yet to be medically handled in full, and as to
this and the relation of the seasons to disease, we are

helped by the growing usefulness of our Weather
Bureau. Nowhere else is thero a country in which
the extent of territory covered by weather reports is
such as to make its results medically available in re-
lation to disease. Even in Europe, the influence of
seasons on disease has not yet been fully studied. As
an evidence of its peculiar effects hero, and of the
value of the Weather Service reports as an aid to
their study, you will recall Wharton Sinkler's inter-
esting proof that the paralysis of childhood (acute
anterior myelitis) is a disease of the summer months.
I can but allude, also, to the masterly paper of Morris

Lewis on " The Relation of Acute Rheumatism to the
Storm Centres," and, if you will pardon mo, to my
own study of tho " Relation of Chorea to the Weather
Curves," and of " Traumatic Neuralgia to Storms "

;
all of which work were impossible had we not the
maps and reports of the Signal Service.

Wo have, as yet to investigate our countless mineral
springs, many of them, as in the Yellowstone Park,
unlike any elsewhere known.

The modifications which race brings into the classi-
cal types of disease, are also before us for analysis ;
aud, as you already know, the negro is relatively less
subject to malaria than tho white, and also to some
neuroses, as chorea, and probably locomotor ataxia ;
whilst, as to him and the Indian, we have still much to
learn.

And if in climatic therapeutics we discovered tho
value of dry cold air for certain lung diseases, and
have taught and made available camp life to invalids,
securing for such and other noble uses parks as large
as some European principalities, surely ¡inmenso
triumphs await us in these directions, when we have
more completely studied the huge alterative means
afforded within twenty-five degrees of latitude, and
nearly 3,000,000 square miles of varied soil, with
every variety as to altitude and geological formation.

The swift social changes of this ago and country
await too your study in the future, with novel prob-
lems as to how the woman is being, and is about to be,
influenced by a masculine education, and the accept-
ance on her part of male standards of work and
capacity. All tho vast hygienic, Bocial and moral
problems of our restless, energetic, labor-craving race

are, in some degree, those of tho future student of
disease in America. From this bewildering spectacle
of striving millions, I should like now to ask you, as
scholars and physicians, to go back with me a little to
more tranquil days, and, amidst the stirred dust of un-
used books, to catch a glimpse of some of the processes
which have gone to the final making of what you so
well represent—"Precision in Medicine."

It had long been in my mind to make use of the
studies 1 have made, from time to time, in regard to
the introduction into medicino of such accuracy as can

only come from the use of instrumental aids. Tho
fact that I was to have before me to-night a set of ex-

perts trained to a nicety in modern methods tempted
me to think that 1 should here find an audience appre-ciative of a chapter of medical history hitherto un-
written. The work grew upon my hands, and my
chief difficulty has been so to limit it in the telling as
not to task your patience. An hour seenia to have
been set by common consent ¡is the reasonable limit of
human power to listen to one man's talk ; and if you
will regard this present minuto us my starting-point, I
shall try not to exceed it.

When I was yet a lad there were then alivo men
who could recall the day when what a patient said,
and the physician saw and felt, were all that a case of
disease had to tell him. You cannot now realizo
the extent of this limitation, because instruments and
methods of precision have so interpreted what we

merely see, feel and hear, that even though we were

again forced to rely upon our unaided senses, wo
should stand on higher levels of knowledge than our
medical fathers. The limitations they suffered under
lured or drove them into attempts to classify, and
minutely to multiply the signs of disease, until what
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they believed they saw and felt represented impossible
refinements in symptomatology, and the imagination
wa8 called in (as it has been in homoeopathic provings)
to assist intellect beyond the boundaries of the possiblein observation.

You know, alas ! that we now uso as many instru-
ments as ¡t mechanic, and that, however much wo may
gain thereby, our machines are not labor-saving. They
force us, by the time their uses exact, to learn to be
rapid, and at the same time accurate. Thinking over
the number of instruments of precision, ¡i single case

may require you to use, it is clearly to bo seen that
no matter how expert we may be, tho diagnostic study
of an obscuro ease must to-day exact an amount of
time far beyond that which Sydeiiham may have found
meed to employ. A post-mortem section used to take us
an hour or more, and now, alas ! it goes on for weeks
in some shape until tho last staining is complete, the
last section studied, the last analysis made.

Those increasing demands upon us are due to the
use of instruments of precision, or to accurately pre-
cise methods. As in factories moro and more exact
machines have trained to like exactness a generation
of workmen, so with us, tho use of instruments of pre-
cision, rendering the comparison of individual labor
possible, has tended to lift the general level of acute-
iies8 of observation. The instrument trains the man ;
it exacts accuracy and teaches care ; it creates a
wholesome appetite for precision which, at last, be-
comes habitual. The microscope, the balance, the
thermometer, the chronograph have given birth to
new standards in observation, by which we live, scarce
conscious of the change a generation has brought
about. Certain interesting intellectual results have
everywhere followed the generalization of precision by
the use of instruments, like the world-wide lesson of
punctuality taught by the railway and made possibleby the watch. Wo have so often timed the pulse that
most of us can guess its rate, and constant use of the
thermometer enables one to trust better one's own
sense of heat, as the hand appreciates it. If, indeed,
you use the sphygmograph much, you get to makingvisual images of the pulse-curves whenever you very
carefully feel a pulse. There is a crude illustration of
the yearning alter this sort of result in a paper on tho
pulse, as far back as Fouquet, in 1768. His curious
diagrams of the pulse-curves, as they appeared to his
mental vision, I have put on the board.

A better example of tho training given by instru-
ments is tho fact that a careful study of Harrison
Allen's work, with Muybridge's photographs, at last,
enables tho unaided eye to soe in truthful order both
the swift changes of convulsivo acts and the normal
movements of man. Tho subject is a tempting one
and admits of much illustration.

Were I not talking to a selected group of experts,1 might also dwell on the risks our instruments of
precision bring to the lazy or the unthoiightful ; as
When one looks only at tho readings of hia thermome-
ter as placed in the axilla or mouth and neglects tho
temperature of the extremities, or, cheated into satis-
faction by the trusted certainty attained as to singlesymptoms, loses power or desire to reason on the
grouped relation of the complex phenomena of disease,
l'or unless ujen keep ahead of their instrumental aids,these, to coin a word, will merely deniontalize them,and but measurably lift the mass without in propor-tion advantaging the masters of our art, who were so

easily masters in days when the erudite touch was
moro uniquely advantageous than it is to-day.

Come back with me, then, you who aro veterans in
observation, drilled to use every engine of research,
como and see the first growth of that instrumentally
helped precision, which so many here have usefully
advanced. The story has its romance; its broken
hopes ; its failures ; its heroes, now lost to memory,
and, too, its moral lessons. Tho pleasure it has given
me makes mo wish that our great schools possessed
chairs of medical history, and that amidst our too busy
life moro of us could acquire some part of the interest
which for mo the history of my art has always had.
Without tho great Library of the Surgeon-General, I
should have had no story to tell you ; but, oven good
as is that noble collection, it has failed me in the last
year as to some twenty books I wanted. One of them
was not in any London library, and one was lost from
its place in the great French Library. What 1 shall
ask you to hear will bo but a sketch, and oven of this I
must omit in tho reading a too large part.

All the lives of Galileo were not in any American
library, and it was seven years before Quaritch found
for me the one book of Sanctorius I finally needed.
A valuable essay could be written about this whole
subject. Tho history of the balance in medicine is
yet to bo told; that of the microscope has been enough
dwelt, upon. We want a book about medical discovery
somewhat like Whewell's " History of the Inductive
Sciences." 2

I shall confine myself almost eutirely to the story
of the earlier efforts to attain accuracy by instruments
in the study of tho pulse, respiration and temperature.
It is not in the books of medical history. In but one
of them is there anything interesting. It is hero and
there in memoirs, journals, lay-biographies, rare old
folios and forgotten essays.

The latter part of the 16th and the first half of the
17th centuries was a germinal period in medicino. It
saw advances in anatomy and physiology, which led
up to Harvey's splendid discovery. It saw, too, tho
failure of his thesis to influence medical practice im-
mediately or largely. The same period in Italy beheld
the first attempts at precision as regards temperature
and the study of the pulse. This was the birth era of
instrumental accuracy in modicino, but many a day
went by before tho infant attained to useful manhood.
Most strange it is that the seeds of scientific thought
as to the first heat records and tho pendulum were
cultivated in the garden of medicine. Botweon 1593
and 1597, Galileo, sometime a student of medicino,
invented the crude open thermometer or thermo-
scopo.

The thermometor of Galileo was, as I have drawn
it, a tube of glass, open below and ending abovo in a
bulb. This bulb having been warmed, tho open end
of the tube was set in water, so that as the bulb cooled,
the water rose in the tube. Thon any heat applied to
the bulb caused the water to descend, tho reverse of
that which occurs in tho more modern instrument.
This coarse thermoscope was obviously a barometer as

well as a rude measurer of tho chango of temperature.
A slight gain in the weight of the atmosphere might
easily neutralize an increaso of heat. It was not an
aecurato instrument, nor does Galileo seem to have
rated it highly since he nowhere mentions it in his
works. Others thought more of it. The approximate

2 A sti-iiiigely suporllcial oBsay, inoro praised tlian road.
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date of this invention is set for us by one Padre Ben-
edetto Castelli, in a letter about the treatment of a
wounded man, written to one Cesarini, in 1638.a He
calls to mind the fact that Galileo had thirty-five years
before shown him tho air thermometer.4 A Venetian
noble, Giovanni Francesco Sagredo, writes to Galileo,
in 1613, that "the instrument you invented, I have
bettered."5 Sagredo divided the scale into one hundred
divisions, and two years later seems to have hermeti-
cally sealed the tube, and thus given us the modern
instrument. Nevertheless, says Viviani,8 it was little
employed in its improved form ; and for years after-
wards physicians, as we shall see, made more or less
use of Galileo's rude thermometer, of the errors of
which Viviani, Galileo's pupil, was well aware. But
concerning this invention so carelessly made, raged a
battle of words scarcely yet at an end. Ilenou,1 in
a very full book on thermometers, does not so much
as name Galileo. Bacon,8 Cornelius Drebbel," and, as
we shall seo, Sanctorius have all described the crudo
open thermometer. Fludd,10 in a curious, rare book
(Philosophia Moysaica, Gouda, 1638), speaks of it,
as was then common, as the Speculum Calendarium
(Mirror of the Seasons), and says he got tho figure
and description from a manuscript more than fifty
years old ; in another of his works, however,11 he
speaks of the manuscript as being at least seventy
years old ; clearly no accurate deduction as to priority
of discovery can be drawn from such conflicting state-
ments. And finally, Paolo Sarpi was claimed by his
biographers to have invented the thermometer. No
date was set ; but Foscarini, in his work ou Venetian
Literature,,a observes that Fra Paolo in his notes
speaks of the thermometer, and, according to his
recollection, puts the year of invention at 1617.

Much of the early interest as to the thermometer
was as to its medical value. I relegate to my notes,
or appendix, tho bulk of evidence as to prior dis-
covery, which may not bo without interest, because it
is just where Wunderlich begins fully to tell tho story
of tho modern medical use of thermometers that I
shall leavo off.

That so eccentric a man as Fludd should have been
seriously accopted as evidence is odd enough. He
had, as others had, a chance to know what went on in
Padua. From the days of Elizabeth every man of
fashion, and especially tho English, travelled in Italy.
Here, too, wandered all who studied, or were fond of
science, and it was to Padua—which Sanctorius called
the Garden of Science — that Bacon came, and Dreb-
bel, and this same Fludd, aud the greater Harvey.
The towns of Italy were the exchanges of Europe
both for commerce and for science. From them men

II Do Nolle, Vita dl Galileo, p. 09.
< Ibid., p. 70.
'• Ibid., p. 71. Galileo died in 1012, bavin1* said on paper no word

Of lliH invulltloil.
" Ibid., p. 08.
7 M. H. ti i- .i, .m

.

Histoire do 'J'beriiioiiieti'o, Paris, 1870.
H Itiieon lir.st mentions the open thermometer (¡m .1 eall it) in the

Novuni Orgauùm .Soiontlaruin, 1620, and again in Historia Ventoruní,and Sylva; Sylvariini.
" Drebbel, burn al Alkmaar in 1872, was clearly a charlatan. Of

liiin are told, according to Do Nolle (op. cit. p. 88), many wonders.
In bis works he describes as bin own Galileo's Inmruiuont, but not
clearly.III Khidd was born In 157-1, and died in 1037. I have described bis
nharo in the text, and l'or a description of bin instrument see Appen-dix A. Tbero are numberless diagrams of its crude form soiitlon-d
through all his queer books. Kcnou accepts hi« statements, but in
view of his oolillicting ilutes and Ihe mystical character ol his writ-
ing*, as well as the curious metaphysical deductions which he draws
from Ids practical experiment', 1 think wo should be very guarded in
founding any iirgiinienl upon tliem.

11 Medicina Otttholioa, Tract. 11, Soc. I, Part I, Lib. i, Cap. i.
' Lib. iii, page 887, note 218.

took homo what they saw or heard, describing them
unquestioned (as did Bacon the air thermometer), thus
leaving the future critic to settle the question of origi-
nality. The temper of the timo was not that of our

day. Men worked along patiently. There were no

journals ; tho letter or the lecture were the only means
of early publication. Tho genius who to-day invents
a new forceps or a new pessary yearns for instant typo,
and defends his offspring with virulence. Harvey
knew of his great discovery in 1616, and it got into
print in 1628. His lecture notes show that long before
this dato he was certain of tho matter and clearly knew
what he had done. Whence this seeming indifference?
If, after his first lectures, some obscuro Italian, hear-
ing it, had gone homo and stated in a book tho facts
of the circulation, we should have had a controversy
more absurd than those which must have made the
ghost of Harvey smile, if in that other world men
smile at all.

I have stepped aside to point out how it was that as
to the minor, and oven greater, discoveries of those
days so much trouble arose, or has arisen, as to pri-
ority of claim. But it is now with the thermometer
in medicine that we are concerned. Galileo, an as-

tronomer, half a doctor of physic, made it ; and a

Prince, a very great person in his day, Duke Ferdi-
nand II of Tuscany, still further improved it, ¡mil con-
structed divers forniB for use in medicine. But this
was as late as 1646.18 In 1876, some of the Duke's
pulse thermometers were shown at the South Kens-
ington Exhibition of Instruments of Precision.14

In the meanwhile, a new and interesting personage
appears on the stage, and with him and the later grand
ducal inventions and their applications ends for many
a day the practical use of the thermometer in medi-
cine. Santorio Santorini, born in Capo d'Istria, April,
1561, was educated at Venice, and at the age of twen-
ty-one took Iiíb degree of Doctor of Medicine at Padua,
I have put in the appendix (see Appendix D) all that I
havo gathered as to this notable man, and regret that
I have not time here to discuss his claims in full. In
his commentary on Galen,16 I find a description of tho
air thermometer. The drawings before you are accu-
rate representations of the rudo figures iu his Com-
mentary on Avicouna.

" We have here," ho says, " an instrument with
which we may closely measure the degrees of the re-
cession of the heat of the external parts, and with
which we may learn accurately, daily, how much we

vary from the normal ; also the degree of heat of your
patients." He does not claim the invention, but says
uo word of Galileo.

" The patient," he adds, " grasps the bulb or breathes
upon it into a hood, or takes tho bulb into his mouth,
so that wo can thus tell," he says, " if tho patient be
better or worse, so as uot to be led astray in coguitione
prccdictione et curalione." He gives no tables of tem-
peratures, no records. No real good comes of it. The
enthusiasm of the inventor keeps it for a while be-
fore tho public, as we have seen happen in our own

day.
The thermometer lacked precision, and even when

it had grown into this, want of knowledge of the cause
of fevers, of their risks and how to lessen them, caused
tho mass of physicians to neglect an instrument which,

>' > See Appendix B (2).
14 Science Conferences, Physics and Mechanics, ou instruments

from Italy, p. 100, et seg. See Appendix 11 (1),'" lidiz Vouet, 1812, p. 228. Edit. Lugdani, 1882, p. 788.
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as yet, had for them little practical value. Here and
there as time goes on, in the physiologies, and soon in
the books of practice, we find rare statements as to the
heat of man.

And now, again, we have to thank an astronomer
when, in 1701, Newton marks tho blood temperature
at 12° of his scale, and uses linseed oil as the lluid. A
little later Daniel Fahrenheit altered the scale over
and over, and at last set 96° as the blood heat, and
here we first come upon the use of armpit tempera-
tures. Boerliaave 10 is said to have suggested to Fah-
renheit the uso of mercury in his thermometer, as to
which there is some doubt; at all events, the records
of the famous Pailuan Academy show that long before
this date the Italians made use of mercury in their
thermometers.

Almost a century of silence falls upon medical ther-
niometry. It is broken by a few allusive aphorisms
of Boerliaave, and by tho doubting sentences of his
famous pupil, Van Swieten, in 1745.

Do liaen,1' who saw Avenbrugger working beside
him clinically for years, and learned of this genius no
lesson as to percussion, more clearly apprehended the
value of thermal records. We have re-discovered
much that is his ; but his methods and instrument
were clumsy, and his example proved valueless.

About 17<10 appeared in England one of those nota-
ble little essays which ought to have had an immense
influence. A rudo breach is then made in the bul-
warks of ancient belief when George Martine 18 fol-
lows Gometius Pereira in the viow that heats are not
specific, and in the proof that heat in man varies only
m degree and not in kind. One must have read longand much, to see what a profound hold this doctrine
of specific heats had on the mind of medicine. 1 think
there are even yet lingering traces of its tenacity of
influence. This book of Marline's is a wonder of able
observations. He smiles at the thought of actual ebul-
litions or effervescences of the blood, as when Willis
speaks of it as ready to burst into flame. A poet he
thinks may, by his profession (that is good — the pro-fession of a poet!) like Prior in his Alma speak of

" Cor to burn, and Jecar to pierce,
Whichever best supplies the verse."

There is distinct modern good sonso in his sarcastic
''ejection of " the stomach boiling our food by its greatheat." -° Correcting all former observers, he has the
temperature of the skin at 97-98°, over or under, he
adds. Boerliaave, who made experiments on the effect
°1 beat on auimals, says that they die in an atmosphere
at 146° owing to coagulation of tho serum, for, he
auds, it is disposed to clot at 100° F., and does so not
uiiich abovo that. Around this view was fierce battle,Hales and Arbuthnot siding with the great physiolog-'cal physician. But, says Martine, " 1 have seen

d in
''x vot,'H mi h i perfocit 1). G. Fahrenheit," lloorblllivo, Elements

in i '"'"' 1'- 81. Says Kenou (op, cit.), Fahrenheit changed bis scale"mir advice from liocrhaavo to 24°. Tho absolute zero was set, at
 u,,1 ""»Us, the extremo cold of the winter of I7IIU in Holland. The
* ?, -Harked blood heat. Finally, be divided the degrees into fourths,""éneo cuino armpit temperature at 88° - 88-87 Ü. Other changesaine later, it scorns clear from lioorhaave's Chemistry that be did
8! , ."West tin, use of mercury to Fahrenheit, for in one place I linil
"at he Speakl of this as Fahrenheit's idea, and later of having askedmivo Hindu tor bis own use such an Instrument.

|K
Do Maun. K:aio Modoudl, oh. xi, pp. 7-0, 12, 17-20, 25.

tlon a S'A8 M,lrti"o, M.I). Kssays and observations on the Construo-
lioi S

•

(l'"dilation of Tlierinonioiers, and on the Heat and Oongula-
i|,, "i,11"'1'™. 6t0. (lee edition dated 171,2). Wunderlich gives tbo
ui'lii- ,

"" llmt t,f llle **™t edition ; 1 have not seen it. The second
m V." ,'" lllu library Of the Pennsylvania Hospital.

M> 173 xri'lV0" -'lul»ulll* of Chemistry. Translation by T. Dállame,

fevers, most violent, where the blood was, from ob-
servation of the skin-heat, 5° or G° above 100°, with-
out approaching any such danger, that is, coagulation
of the serum, or fatal effects." Is it a modern profes-
sor, coolly critical, who adds, " Such heat, if neglected
or wrongly managed, may indeed dissipate the moro
thin fields or watery parts, and so thickening tho
whole mass have bad enough effects that way," etc. ?M
and then he shows that a temperature of 156° is needed
to clot serum.

Nor less interesting is it to find amidst notable ob-
servations of temperatures these words: "In the ague
I had lately, during tho height of the paroxysm, the
heat of the skin was 10(5° and that of my blood 107°
or 108°," and further, "what, is very remarkable, in
the beginning of the fit, when I was all shivering and
under the greatest sense of cold, my skin was, how-
ever, 2° or ¡1° warmer than in a healthy and natural
state." 2l This all looks like the beginning of practical
use of the thermometer, which then was, or very soon

became, accurate enough. The germ of thermonietric
prognostics is in some of his sentences. But again it
falls into disuse, while medicine awaits moro correct
theories of heat. And here we leave the matter. The
physiologists and chemists are bus}'. There is abso-
lute genius in tho researches of James Currie, as lato
as 1798.22 But the year 1840 and the systematic work
of Andral aro reached before that change began, which
in Wiiiiderlieh's classic made us familiar with the true
laws of temperature in disease.

And now, I turn to a not less amazing story of tho
application of instrumental accuracy to the pulse. I
cau imagine the discomfort with which you look for-
ward to an essay on the pulse. 1 can promise that
it shall not bo dull, and can assure you that nowhere
else is it told in full.

An astronomer gave us the first rude thermometer,
and it seems to have been another, Herman Kepler,
who first, and certainly before 1G00, counted the hu-
man pulse, or at least left a record of having done this
memorable thing. The publications in which he men-
tions the pulso date from 1604 to 1018. Does it not
seem incredible that of the numberless physicians who
sat by bedsides, thoughtful, with fingers laid upon that
bounding artery, none should have had the idea of
counting it ? I quote in English what ho (Kepler)
says.28 This great but fanciful man seems to havo
believed the pulse to have some relation to tho heaven-
ly motions, and used the time of the pulse in connec-
tion with his arguments in favor of the Copornican
system of astronomy. He says : M " In a healthy man,
robust and full of age, in one of melancholic complex-
ion, or in a feeble man, generally for each second
there is a pulsation of the artery, with no discrimina-
tion between systole and diastole; thus there should
bo in one minute sixty pulsations, but this slowness is
rare, commonly seventy may bo counted, and in the
full-blooded and in women 80, four to each three
seconds. Briefly, in one hour, 4,000, moro or loss."
Tho clock with which Kepler counted the pulse must

,;" Martine, p. 140,
•• Mrtrtino, op. cit., p. 148.
*' Medical Kcports on Effect of Water, Cold and Warm Baths, oto.
-;1 Falconer mentions Kepler as counting tho pulse, as also does

Brottdbent, but neither bus any distinct references. 1 give all the
quotations from Kepler which bear on the subject, and lor these I
am indebted to Professor Asnph Hall, of the Kallonal Observatory,
"Washington. (See Appendix C.)

•'Kepler. Opera Oninla, p. 248 of Vol. VI, published in 1818. Tho
quotations aro from tho edition of Dr. Oh. Frisch, 18D8. (See Appon-
dix C.)
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have been such a " balance " clock as his master
Tyoho Brahe used.

The next epoch marks a pregnant hour in the his-
tory of science.

When Galileo,25 but eighteen years of ago, a student
of medicine, counted the vibrations of a lamp swing-
ing in tho gloom of the Duomo of Pisa, he conceived
them to be in equal time. Desiring to test the truth
of his conclusion, he is said to have used his own

pulse as a measure of the correctness of the pendulum.
Forty years later, in describing the accuracy of his
first clockwork, ho says with enthusiasm, "My clock
will not vary so much as the beat of a pulse." SayB
Viviani, his biographer, " The unerring regularity of
the swing of a suspended lamp suggested to the young
medical student the reversed idea of marking with his
pendulum the rate and variation of the pulse. Such
an instrument ho constructed after a long series of ex-

periments. Though imperfect, it was hailed with
wonder and delight by the physicians of the day, and
was soon taken into general use."20 Unclaimed by
Galileo, it was attributed to Paolo Sarpi,27 and clearly
enough was appropriated at a later date by that not-
able genius, Sanctorius,28 who also, like Galileo, called
it pulsilogon. We have no drawing of Galileo's
pulsilogon, but it must have been ideutical with the
simpler form as shown in Sanctorius. It is interest-
ing to observe the tendency towards securing accuracy
in medicine thus shown by Galileo at the outset of his
medical career; Kepler's works were not published
until later, and could not have been fully known to
him. With his thermometer and the pulsilogon, and
with this picture of his testing the accuracy of the
swing of the lamp by his own pulse, this marvellous
mind passes out of medical history. Where he would
have left it had he remained with us, who indeed can

say ? Of his loss to us, a poet has spoken :

" Ah 1 when in Pisa's domo
lie watched tho lamp swing constant in its arc,
Ho gave to man another punctual slave,
And bade It time for us the throbbingpulse¡Not that grave Harvey whom Fabrieius taught,
Not sad ServetUB, nor that daring soul,
Our brave Versalilla, o'er had matched bis power
To read the riddles of this mortal frame.
And then lie loft us. Would our strango machine
Had kept his toil, and cheated heaven's fair stars!"

With the fame of Sanctorius as the discoverer of in-
sensible perspiration, and with the inconceivable success
of his aphorisms we have nothing to do, nor yet with his
theories, or his morals, which seem not to have inter-
fered with his appropriation of another man's inven-
tions. His works 1 shall refer to more fully in my
appendix.

In his Commentary on Avicenna,29 he quotes Galon
as to "the need to know tho amount of departure from
the natural state, which is only to bo reached by con-

jecture." But he, Sanctorius, has long been delibera*
- Viviani. Vltadi (lalileo, prefixed to an edition of Galileo's Works,published at Florence in 171S. (See page 03.)""Viviani. Vitadi (lalileo, etc.
'-''In the Anonymous Life of Fra l'aolo Sarpi, 1750, attributed to

Micanzio, and quoted by De Nolle, p, Mi.
in, Nolle says (Vita o Oommerolo I.¡Horario, etc., Losanna, 1783,

p. 82) that Sanctorius probably learned of this Instrument also from
(lalileo, who at the time of their common residence at I'adiia had it
in mind.

-'' Sanctorli Sanetorii lustiiiopiilitnni oliin in Patavlno (lyinnasio,
oto. Coininoiitariii in priniiiin fen (fen, an Arabio word for part. I
ohanced to llnd lately this word In Chaucer, Ed. 1898, p. 68, 8. He
says: " Hut cortes 1 suppose that Avlcenno wrote never in no cam.
no in no fenno tiloso wonder sorrows, etc." In his annotations the
Elizabethan editor defines "tonne" as a partition). Prim! tilbrl
«annuls Avicennie, Venetlis, 182C. There is no pagination. I refer
to the numbered columns.

ting in what manner the amount of disease could be
determined, and has invented four instruments."0 In his
" Vitanduin Methodus erroruni omnium qui in arto
Medica contingent,"81 he has also mentioned these.
Then he describes what must havo been tho form of
Galileo's pulsilogon. The diagrams before you almost
explain themselves; the full descriptive text I give in
the appendix.One represents a scale and a bullet marked with a
central white line. We swing the pendulum and note
the pulse with the lingers. If the pendulum be faster
than the pulse, we lengthen the line ; if slower, wo
shorten it until they coincide. " Then," he says, " wo
keep this degree iu mind until the next day and com-

pare it with a new record. And so wo can study tho
pulse of health and disease." Also he delinea tho
values and defends the accuracy of tho pendulum ;
but of Galileo, not a word. He used the boats of his
pulsilogon as a measure of tho time one must breathe
upon his air thermometer. Other forms ¡ire also given.82Thus we have to-day a pulse of so many inches (or
degrees, if you please), and to-morrow it is longer or

shorter, and the fever ¡mise is short, of course ; but of
results from all this we hear nothing in these huge
tomes. The rest of this story is exasperating on ac-
count of its omissions. " These other instruments," ho
says, "record tho frequency aud slowness of the pulse,
and also the time." "In this " he says, "are seven

degrees of the difference of frequency and slowness
observed by the index. Then each degree is divided
into seven minutes (minuta), which arc distinguishedby tho small index." " Tho construction of the in-
strument we havo described," he adds, " in tho book
on 'New Instruments for Physicians.'" sa

This book he refers to more than onco, and in his
Inaugural Lecture (a rare pamphlet)84 promises it
shortly to his students, and with it also that other,
" De Jueundissiiiiis Medieinis." As to both, one is
curious, and especially as to tliis volume upon the
most pleasant remedies. Perhaps theso manuscripts
are yet to be found among the treasures of some old
Italian library. And if so, then only shall wo know
whether these Cotylae "6 were rude watches, as seems

likely. Ho proposes with them to measure the systole
and diastole of the heart. To do this, he says, " Wo
must measure expiration, for this we know corresponds
to the systole, as does inspiration to diastole."

Tho explanation of the Cotyla 80 is brief, and now
incomprehensible, but we learn that between expira-
tion and inspiration " the artery pulsates twice or iu
many three times." Finally, we are assured that what
other physicians acquire by conjecture concerning the
pulse, we are able to attain unerringly by the infallible
skill of the pulsilogon. What a comfort he must havo
found it!

And hero tho great Paduan professor, with his
thermometer and pulso pendulum, disappears from
history, dying in Venice in lG3(i, of a dysueturia
(whatever that may be), in the parish of St. Fortun-

:111 Slllitorii Comniontliria, column 21, C. 0. Areniborg (Hist, do laModiciuo) alone gives any competent description of theso Instru-
ments.

 " First edition, Fol. Vonetz., 1020. Close to the not certain date of
Galileo's invention, If Do Nolle and Viviani may he trustod.

 '- Col. 78 li, and col. 218 0.
M Col. 78 li, and col. 218 C. Comment on Avicenna.::l Appendix l) (i).

 

Com. Avlccn.col. 305, and as to Cotyho, Appendix D (2).:1,i I suspect- that the dial face iu the last Cotyla figured may bomerely intended to record the length of the pendulum, lint ns to
this no man can speak to-day with certainty. The passage is not,
olear; and as concerning this latter Instrument he does not say that
it takes note of the time as does the one before mentioned.
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tus,87 a good saint as a stand-by for life or for death.
He lies at rest in the cloisters of Santa Beata Ser-
vorum, in a mausoleum which he had made against,tbo time of need. A strange proof of vanity is this
care as to how the perishable part of man shall be
housed in death. And certainly this man thought
well of himself, but was also intensely loyal to our
" Mistress Art," which he says, in a grandiose way,
" is glorious and a helper of men both in peace and
amid the din of nrms. An art above all others.
Polly is it to despise science in general, but to scoff at
medicine is not only folly but wickedness—almoBt
the sacrilege of bad hearts." 88 And now instrumental
study of the pulse fails us for many a day. When
Sanctorius died, Sydcnhani was a boy of nine. There
'8 not. a pulse count among all those vigorous sketches
which this great Englishman drew with a master's
bund, and only once does Harvey speak of their num-

ber, which he says is from 1,000 to 4,000 iu the half
hour.

Time presses, and 1 must again leave to a note80
what lies between Sydenham and the year 1707.
Here we come abruptly upon a notable book'by Sir
•lohn Floyer, Knt. It is called the " Physician's Pulse
Watch." He dedicates tho first volume to Queen
Anno, "for without health," he says, "we should
have no relish even for the extraordinary blessings of
your reign."

Ho tells us in his preface, " I have for many years
tried pulses by tho minuto40 in common watches and
pendulum clocks, and then used tho sea-minute glass,"
8uch as was employed to test tho log.At hist ho was more happy. One Daniel Quare, a

Quaker, had, in the last years of the 17th century, put
°u watches what Floyer called a middle linger, as wo

say, a hand.
Floyer's pulse watch- ran sixty seconds and, you

may like to know, can be had of Mr. Samuel Watson,
m Long Acre, lie tests this and a half-minute watch
W'hich has a cover, by bis sand-glass, and linds them
"ot quite correct ; one must add, ho thinks, live beats.

And now follow [mises of age and youth, preg-
nancy, exercise, sleep. And wo learn how diet, blis-
ters and the weather affect the pulse. Like a good
overy-day practitioner, he has his fling at science in
tue shape of a remark on the failure of Harvey's dis-
covery to influence medical practice. Nevertheless,
"'o book, on tho whole, is full of good observations 41

thoughtfully carried out. For tho first time in med-
•eal literature wo meet with tabulated results ; in fact,'bete is a modern air about his methods. Clearly he
Was a shrewd practitioner, aman of scientific accuracy,Mid knew the world, for he predicts, alas, too truly,that this new method will bo sneered at and neglected.As late as I7G8, Bordeu 42 dismisses Floyer with some-
thing like contempt, and Fouquot qualifies all pulse-

¿'And of St. Hermagora,.' from " An Oration delivorod by Sanctorius Sanctorius, at his In-
Mlii'v""' M Professor of the Theory of Medicine, Anno Salutis,
... ,,.

* '•" appended to a lecture on tho Life of Sanctorius by Canollo,"u l"'10'1 iu Venice in 17C0.
rea li? li,ul'ze how vast was the advance made by Floyer, one should
dm -J,° Varbitione ae Variolate l'ulsns," David Abereromby, Lon-
Hi'i' . 5; ,lll<l Bohelhammer's " Disquisitio Hpistoliea do l'ulsu,"
lui. ' '''i,"• T,ulae are among the last, works of tbo 17th cen-
Iiiim'"' tl,u l'u,B0' The history of the pulse Is very well told in the
b, ,' 'edical Journal, vli, p. 80, by Foriuey, but is nowhere re-late, with,lompetent fulness.
lie ,ili 1w,'olu various otlior books, notably (lerooonilea, 1721. 1 n this
gor,",' i

L" tllu piilso wiiloli " to bo made by making tho middle tlu-
iii im i

w,llul1 large, and to run round the plate." lie gives tables
4i J8 boo!5 ulK0 of bis pulse and woigbts of urine,

wlii.i V" " 'liiooi' chapter on the Chinese art. of feeling the pulse,wuici seems to havo taken the fancy of many ablo men.Ed. of 1788, p. 13.

numeration as ä mere useless curiosity, and sphygmo-
metric instruments ¡is idle toys. Falconer,43 as lato in
the century ¡is 1796, says, " Kloyer's methods were

unused until now." And this was nearly true. In
tho 18th century one finds now and then a pulse count,
as when Morgagni describes a pulse which heat twenty-
two times in the sixtieth of an hour.

If, indeed, any man wishes to nourish a taste for
cynical criticism, let him study honestly the books of
the 18th century on the pulse down to lleberden and
Falconer, or even beyond them. It is observation
gone minutely mad; a whole Lilliput of symptoms;
an exasperating waste of human intelligence. 1 know
few more dreary deserts in medical literature, from
the essay on the " Chinese Art of Feeling the Pulse,"
with which Floyer loaded his otherwise valuable es-

say, to Martinet's method of learning to know the
pulse by musical notes, an art in which he was not
alone.44 And error died hard. The doctrine of the
specific pulses, a pulse for every malady, although re-

jected by De Haeii, is in countless volumes, and sur-
vived up to 1827, when Ruceo 46 dedicates his book on

the pulse to Sir Henry llalford. Meanwhile whole
volumes, like Bryce on Asthma,415 exist without a pulse
or breath count; but farther back, in a queer book on

the heart by Bryan Robinson,47 1 find tho first clear
statement of tho proportional relation of the pulse to
respiration. Even those among you given to reading
the authors of the end of tho last and the first twenty
years of the present century may be surprised to learn
that statements of the numbers of pulse and respira-
tion aro very rare in Rush, Cullen and their contem-
poraries, lleberden 4Ö and Falconer, who, perhaps, set
too much value on pulse counts, made no impression
on their contemporaries. In (Jorvisart on tho Heart
we hear little or nothing in this direction, and in seven

hundred pages of Laonnec there is one pulse count and
no numeration of the breathing. It seems incredible;
but not until the later French school developed its
forco do we lind in reports of cases the beginnings of
thoso systematic numerations of the breath and pulse
which are met with in modern cases.

If German science bad been as much the fashion as

German literature, the remarkable pulse studies of
Nick,49 182G, would have sooner wrought a change ;
but it was not until a later day, and under the influence
of the great Dublin school, that tho familiar figuro
of the doctor, watch in baud, came to bo common-

place.
1 have thought it well to illustrate thus fully the

medical history of tho watch as an instrument of pre-
cision. How small, but how essential a part of puke
study are the numerations it enables us to make accu-

rately, you all well know. We could better lose this
knowledge than the rest of what the pulse teaches, and
yet it is the only pulse sign wo can put on paper with
perfect precision, as lleberden remarked an hundred
years ago.

1 have kept you long, and I fear may have been
wearisome, but this talo of tho growth of Precision in
Medicino is not without its moral. In every modern

** Falconer, 1780, who quotes Kepler as to pulse of man 7Ü, woman
80.
" As witness llobort Fludd, who in his curious treatise on tbo

pulse, on pago 37, has a section embodying somewhat the same ideas.
*'"' Itueeo on the Pulse, London, 1S27.
M ltobert Itryco, London, US07.
•n Treatise on the Animai Keonomy, Dublin, 1732.
'" lleberden. Mod. Trans. Coll. I'hy., London, 1708.
w Nick. Beobachtungen lieber dio lícdingungen unter denen die

llniillgkeit des pulsos iu gesunden Zustand verändert wird Tubingen,
1820.
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century were men who sought to secure it. The trut
rate of advance of medicine is, however, not to be
tested by the work of single men, but by the practical
Capacity of the mass. Tho truer test of national med-
ical progress is what the country doctor is. How
useful, how simple, it seemed to count the pulse and
respiration, or to put a thermometer under the tongue,
and yet it took in the one case a century, and in
another far more, before the mass of the profession
learned to profit by the wisdom of the few.

A certain sadness surrounds these stories of medical
discovery. 1 have resisted the temptation to tell you
more of Currie's notable essay, and of what little
notice it won until llufeland saw and proclaimed its
value. The fate of Avenbrugger, the inventor of per-
cussion, and of his little book, so small, so terse, so

wonderful, is yet more pitiful. He foresaw its future
and bis own, saying in his preface (1760) : " Euim
vero invidiœ, livoris, odii, obtrectationis, et ipsarum
calumniarum soon, nunquam defuerunt viris ill is, qui
scientias et artes buís iiiventis aut illustreront aut
perfecerunt."

Avenbruggor lived on to see his famous colleague,
Do Haen, write bis fifteen volumes without a word on

percussion. Van Swieten did it no greater justice.
In his huge history of medicine, Sprengel mildly men-
tions it ¡is rather subtle. Yet were the contents of this
booklet of twenty-two pages,60 more practically valu-
able to man than all these men wrote or all the results
of the vast and bloody campaigns during which it slept,
until in 1808, one year before tbo grave, contented
Gorman died at eighty-seven, Corvisart translated it
into French, and proclaimed its undying value to a

waiting world.
And now I have dono. It seems to me, as I reflect

on what I have said, that I havo told you a long story
of neglected inventions or discoveries, ending sadly in
repeated failures to make on their time any perma-
nent impression of tbo real usefulness of the work
accomplished. It is not only the poet who has to
wait, and may never see the morning light of recogni-
tion break upon his genius.

In my mental wanderings amongst these number-
less essays — these great folios — which are too often
but splendid monuments, inclosing dead and forgotten
thought, I have seen how strong was the resurreetivo
force which now and then existed in some little essay
long neglected, how from it, as from seed, arose iu
after-years a fresh growth of vitalizing thought, and
how this story repeats itself over and over, until, at
last, what one knew and valued becomes the riches of
all.

Assuredly in our day this process is more speedy
than in the distant past. But he this true or not,
there must be many among you who know that apart
from large human acceptance, and the material com-

pensations of professional success, there is that in the
mere pursuit of truth which mysteriously rewards
from day to day. This can no public or personal lack
of recognition destroy, no indifference affect. I doubt
not that such consciousness of duty done must havo
sustained many of tho men whose failures to see their
work result in larger use oppresses one who reads the
story of medical discovery. Over and over, they prc-

"> Avonbrugger's little book was printed at Vienna in 1701. It was
first translated into French by lloziero do la Chassagno. This, and a
book on lung disease by the translator, shared the lute of tho orig-
inal treatise. Corvisitrt's translation waB in 1808. So long slumbered
a wonderful invention.

diet their own failure to influence their fellows. The
poet is grieved by the indifference of his contemporaries,
but tho physician seems to bo made philosophical by
the steadying influence of every-day work, so that not
Marcus Aurelius could have been more content than
Avenbrugger, whilst a half century passed by half
scornful, and would not see the royal gift be offered
to mankind. I am glad to think he was happy, and
to know that for all of us, as for him, this incessant
every-day work is a talisman of success, a fact which
nono know better than those to whom I now say, at
last, my thanks and my farewell.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS
At the Opening of the Session of the Associa-

tion of American Physicians, Washington,
September 22, 1891

BYWILLIAMPEPPER,M.D.,LL.D.

To those who share the feelings of close relationship
which the earnest and friendly meetings of our Asso-
ciation have fostered among us, it will not seem strange
that I pause, before proceeding to our scientific work,
to speak of our fellow-members who havo been taken
from us during tbo past year.

Ilosmer Allen Johnson, a founder, trustee, and pro?
fessor of the Chicago Medical College, and one of ouï-

original members, died February 26, 1891, at the ago
of sixtj'-eight years. In the truest sense of the words,
he was an ornament to our profession. Dignity and
elevation of character, blended with raro charm of
presence, conferred additional distinction upon his
high scientific and literary attainments. His memory
will bo cherished not only in tho city of his adoption,
but by all who had tho privilege of his friendship.

James Kingsley Thacher, Professor of Physiology
in the Medical Department of Yale University, and ¡in

original member of our Association, died on April 20,
1891, at the age of forty-four years. Descended from
a line of ancestors eminent for vigor and originality of
intellect, Dr. Thacher early displayed rare powers as
an investigator and thinker. It was not until the age
of thirty-three, and after he had won international dis-
tinction by bis researches in comparative anatomy and
physiology, that he began tbo practice of medicine. He
rapidly attained the front rank of the profession, and
during tho remaining years of his life his frequent
contributions to medical literature were of exceptional
value as embodying tho work of a highly-trained sci-
entist dealing with problems of practical medicine. It
is difficult to overestimate the loss sustained in the
early death of one who so well illustrated the highest
type of the physician — the student of Nature us re-
vealed in the functions and disorders of tbo human
body.

Richard Lea MacDonnell, Professor of Clinical
Medicino in McGill University, bad been a member
of our Association but a short time when his death
occurred on July 31, 1891, at the sadly early age of
thirty-live years. He possessed gifts and ability of
high order as clinician, as writer, and as teacher. He
had already accomplished much valuable work, and
was so well equipped in purpose, powers, and position
that a brilliant career was confidently expected. The
Association has lost iu him one of its most promising
members.
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